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Oh, Where did our Dining 

Programs go?

Hitting the “re-set” button on a more gracious way to 
dine

Implementing a Dining Hospitality Program

Kim Fremont MSEd RD LDN

kfremont@diningrd.com

Lets talk Philosophy!

What if…..

◼ We could have 100% resident satisfaction?

◼ Our residents left our dining room w/ a smile 

on their face and joy in their heart?

◼ Our residents felt full and satisfied?

◼ Dining was social?

◼ We had a line of residents who cannot wait to 

eat?
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But Why Bother?

◼ The literature cites an average of 60% of LTC 
residents will experience some form of 
malnutrition.

◼ Most residents will lose weight in the first 
month and over the first year of admission

◼ Supplements cost an average of .45 PPD

◼ Marketing is key to census building

◼ Census allows us the $$ to provide the care 
we want to provide

◼ It makes residents happy
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The Challenges:

◼ Improve resident satisfaction

◼ Meet regulatory compliance

◼ Decrease “bad” outcomes such as: weight 

loss, dehydration, and pressure ulcers

◼ Meet the expectations of a changing 

population

◼ Maintain Budgets/Cost Controls: times are 

tough!!
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Old Methods for Meal Services:

◼ Fixed mealtimes dictated by staff schedules

◼ Highly controlled at mealtime to ensure 
regulations are met

◼ non-select menus, portion control and 
therapeutic diets emphasized

◼ Choices based on preference interview vs. 
knowledge of past practices

◼ Limited food choices, limited dining times, 
served “factory assembly line style”.

Old Method Limitations:

◼ Residents often did not eat what is served

◼ Staff unfamiliar with preferences/needs

◼ Resident dissatisfaction, complaints on 

unfamiliar food, too much food, lack of variety  

= loss of control

◼ Food waste

◼ Weight loss, dehydration

◼ Poor Satisfaction scores on surveys 
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Person Centered Care is a Cultural 

Change

◼ Philosophical change- maintain worth and 
respect of each resident over emphasis on 
the medical model

◼ Knowing past practices and patterns is key

◼ Create intimate environment between staff 
and residents by teaching staff about past 
habits of the residents

◼ Treat residents with dignity, respect by 
honoring their voice and choices

To be Customer/Resident 

focused…we must ask..

◼ Why are we doing it this way?

◼ Is this what my residents want?

◼ Do I understand my facility quality standards

◼ Do our dining programs promote resident 

centered practices?

◼ Do our resident's express satisfaction in their 

dining experience to others?
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CMS is pushing PCC

◼ Dignity-make day to day decisions

avoid plastics, “bibs”, Staff talking to other 

staff, respect of resident in communications 

and care

◼ Self Determination-dining

◼ Environment-homelike, resident input

avoid overhead paging, trays, institutional 

signage, med carts in dining room

For LTC: Regulations require PCC

◼ F Tags  revision focus on resident choice

◼ Encouraging us to be person centered and 

individualize care

◼ Hospitality programs move us toward PCC

◼ We must handle resident complaints 

◼ Residents have the right to call in complaints 

and/or the ombudsman
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Finding Your Resident’s Voice

◼ Food Committees

◼ Involve residents in meetings where planned 

changes in dining will be discussed and get 

their perspective

◼ Resident council: Keep them informed, go 

over menus with them, go routinely and hear 

any concerns/Feedback

Finding Your Resident’s Voice

◼ Dining Room Rounds

◼ Observed what is going on at every meal, 
greet residents, ask how things are

◼ Have cooking staff go out after meal is served 
and observe and interact with residents

◼ Be open minded to hear what you need to 
hear
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F 692

A Laser Beam Focus on Nutritional Status, are 

your residents eating?

◼ Expanded Interpretive 

Guidelines/Clarifications lay out expectations 

of choices in dining

◼ New Investigative Protocols/Explanations

◼ Deficiency categorization guiding the 

surveyor to the correct level of severity 

◼ More cross reference to other potential tags

F692 Intent

The facility must:

◼ 1. Provide nutritional care and services to each 
resident consistent with the resident’s comprehensive 
assessment.

◼ 2.  Recognizes, evaluates, and addresses the needs 
of every resident, including but not limited to, the 
resident at risk or already experiencing impaired 
nutrition

◼ 3.  Provide a therapeutic diet that takes into account 
the resident’s clinical condition and preferences, 
when there is a nutritional indication. 

◼ 4. Focus is on food and beverages (hydration) 
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F692 Care Planning and Interventions

◼ Address identified causes of impaired 

nutritional status

◼ Reflects the residents' goals and choices

◼ Identifies resident-specific interventions and a 

time frame and parameters for monitoring

◼ Updated as needed

◼ If nutritional goals are not achieved, different 

or additional approaches are considered and 

implemented

F692 Investigative Protocols

◼ Surveyors will interview residents – are staff 

responsive to residents eating ability, food 

and dining preferences. 

◼ Surveyors will interview interdisciplinary team 

– food/fluid intake, weights, nutrition 

interventions, care plans modified when 

indicated* 
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Considerations to assess your Dining 

Room

◼ Monitor in Dining room

Atmosphere

Cleanliness

Noise level

Lighting

Decorations-homelike? 

Resident input?

Staff interaction

Considerations-Staff interactions

◼ Do staff refer to residents by preferred name?

◼ Do staff not identify by diet or feeders?

◼ Do staff sit next to the resident and engage 

them in conversation while assisting?

◼ Are staff talking to each other?

◼ Are voice tones loud?

◼ Do staff talk loudly to eat other to 

communicate procedures or residents needs?

◼ Do staff ask the resident about meals, 

preferences, if they want alternate or more to 

eat?
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Considerations-Staff interactions

◼ Watch assist tables very closely

Look for type and quality of assistance

Look for interaction, kindness, receptive to 

resident needs…

Do they ask for sweater to get warm, toileting, 

mouth care, glasses etc..

New guidelines specifically mention ignoring 

a resident's request during meals for toileting

Considerations-Dining Choices

◼ Can residents choose when they want to eat? 
What if they want to sleep in?

◼ Is the schedule similar to resident preference 
and past practices?

◼ Can the resident choose what they want to 
eat?

Snacks, can residents get something to eat 
easily between meals or at night?

Pantry, snack station, snack spot in dining 
room or common area…think like home, what 
do you do when you want a snack? Can your 
residents do the same?
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Person Centered Meal Services:

◼ Buffet Styles:
Several choices
Salad Bars, food bars
dessert selections

◼ Restaurant Styles:
Wait staff offer choices
Hostess

◼ Open mealtimes

◼ Specialty nights:
Family night

Candlelight dinners
Theme meals

Considerations in Person Centered 

Meal Services:
◼ Choices are on demand

◼ Open mealtimes and no assigned seating

◼ Facility involvement in mealtimes

◼ More choices can impact allocation on raw 
food budget

◼ Change in staff philosophy:
“We’ll get it vs We don’t have it”

◼ Shift in employee duties

◼ Communication 
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Reviewing Dining:

◼ Committee to review and structure new plan

◼ Use your QAPI process

◼ Use existing equipment on a trial before 
purchasing new items

◼ Review existing menu and use the menu and 
alternate as starting base, use cooks choice 
for additional items

◼ Move aides to dining room, keep cooks in 
kitchen

◼ Use meal cards to communicate resident 
preferences and special needs

Reviewing Dining Suggestions 

cont…

◼ Mandate resident choice over staff choice-
enforce, stress philosophy

◼ Use all staff possible in building

◼ In-service and inform staff, expect initial 
resistance and confusion by staff

◼ If you make a major change; Expect 4 to 6 
weeks of rough spots

◼ Review diets and liberalize to Regular Diets!
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What do the standards look like?

1. Meals are served in an environment that is 

pleasant, well appointed and comfortable.

2. All tables are set in an identical and consistent 

manner with:

◼ Matching tableware

◼ Table covering- Crisp clean tablecloth or 

placemat that matches time of day and decor

◼ Centerpiece

◼ Appropriate condiment holder

◼ Napkin

◼ Daily Menu

What do Standards Look Like?

3. All residents are greeted at every meal by a 

dining "Hostess, Captain" or similar method.

◼ One staff member oversees each dining room and 

insures smooth, efficient flow and service to 

residents

4.  Every meal is served in a consistent manner by 

all staff involved in dining services regardless of 

department of origin.

◼ Tableside selection in a prescribed sequence.
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What Do Standards Look Like?

5. Menus contain selections that are offered at each meal to 
every resident regardless of level of living or dining 
location.

Minimum of:

◼ 2 Entrees

◼ 2 Starch 

◼ 2 Vegetables

◼ Salads-variety with one lettuce type, one gelatin type, 
one fruit type, one heart healthy, may use always 
available options

◼ Desserts-variety with one lower carb/healthy choice 
option, one that is the daily feature or special, others as 
available/include ice cream selection

◼ Always available selection that includes a minimum of 3 
hot foods and 6 total items for entrees and 4 sides

What Do Standards Look Like?

6. All Servers in dining room wear 

appropriate uniform attire that includes a 

serving apron and hair in restrained style.

7. All servers in dining room follow proper 

food handling guidelines and do not use 

gloves but use tongs/utensil to serve 

foods.

8. All facilities have a location that meals are 

available 24/7 such as bistro, snack 

corner, or pantry.
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Tableware

◼ Whose choice?

◼ Is is easy for residents to handle?

◼ Does it communicate the dining message we 

want to send?

Dining Goals

◼ Allow resident to function to fullest capacity

◼ Assist the resident to be an independent and 

satisfied at meal as possible

◼ Nourish the body and the soul

◼ Mealtime as a pleasurable social part of their 

daily life
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Why implement Gracious Dining?

◼ Residents are often served in a manner that 

is more production line than dining 

experience.

◼ Rapidly becoming a standard in progressive 

facilities

◼ Improves the satisfaction of the dining 

experience for residents

◼ Gives facility management team the tools to 

improve training for their dining staff

Fundamentals of Great Service

◼ Friendly Helpful Server

◼ Knowledge about the menu

◼ Prompt service and order taking

◼ Promptly addresses concerns

◼ Serves from left, clears from right

◼ Beverages refilled

◼ Checks that all needs are met before leaving 

table
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Benefits of Person-Centered Plans

◼ Increased satisfaction

◼ Reduction in “bad” outcomes

◼ More interaction and participation in dining 
room

◼ Gives residents power in choice

◼ Increased socialization-expect the 
unexpected

◼ Increased pride by dining staff

Consider Table Side Service 

(often called Restaurant Style)

◼ Defined table set up

◼ Order is taken from a menu at the table at the 

time of the meal (vs in advance)

◼ Sequence of service

◼ Cook to order

◼ Open mealtimes

◼ No assigned seating
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Table Side Service

◼ Menu-as many or few choices can work

◼ Often a chef special and cook to order 

choices

◼ Salad Bar, Dessert Cart are popular options

◼ Bread basket on table

Table Side Service

◼ Dining Sequence

❖ Defined

❖ Scripted

❖ Controlled and standardized to ensure 

quality service by all staff participating 

in serving
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Table Side Service

◼ Sample “Dining Prescription”

Greet the resident-pour water

Offer choices of the day from menu

Offer and serve beverage and salad choice

Take Entrée Order, clear salad plates

Offer beverage refill

Offer and serve dessert, clear entrée

Check if needs met, exit greeting

Table Side Service

◼ Sample Script

If attending another resident-” Good (morning, 

afternoon, evening) Mrs (name of resident), 

please be seated and I will be with you in just a 

moment”
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Table Side Service

Sample “Script”

“Good morning (name). Good to see you for Breakfast. 

May I offer you a juice (give choices)?

Would you like Coffee (serve is yes).

What would you like for breakfast today (offer morning 

choices)-We have (breakfast bread choice) today or would 

you like something from the Ala Carte Menu?

After Service-Was everything to your satisfaction? (correct 

any concerns)

Can I get you anything else before you go?

Have a wonderful rest of your morning and see you for 

lunch!”

Dining Service Guidelines

General Table Service Tips:

◼ Place water on Right

◼ Place other beverage next to the water

◼ Coffee and Hot tea to Right of silverware

◼ Handle tableware by handle or stem

◼ Take order, ladies first going clockwise

◼ Repeat order back for accuracy
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Dining Service Guidelines

◼ Serving the meal 

Serve in same order as meal order was taken

Explain what is being served as plate is presented

Serve from left, place plate in center, entrée 

toward resident

Look for reaction, respond, correct if needed

Make sure Condiments are available

Check for other items needed before leaving

Creating a Customer Service 

Culture

◼ Takes time to build the Culture

◼ Training is a must

◼ Show and Demonstrate

◼ Awareness

◼ Monitor
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Prepare!

◼ Validate policies in place

◼ Do what you say you will do

◼ QA problem procedures

◼ Ensure RD review of at risk and time to be in 

the dining room and observe

◼ Make sure residents get feedback on 

complaints and resolutions

Benefits Observed

◼ Greater expressed satisfaction by residents

◼ Improved marketing of dining program

◼ Increased interaction between dining staff 

and residents

◼ More relaxed mealtimes

◼ Improved ability to provide person centered 

care
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Summary

◼ Many options in how we deliver meals 

◼ New methods build on our old systems and 
knowledge, use the best of both

◼ Open minded is the key

◼ Listen and observe our residents

◼ Dining is a social need

◼ Dining is marketable

◼ Better Dining Services means happier 
residents with better lives!
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